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Harper Lands Another Contract for Complete Pilot Scale Carbon Fiber Line  

 
  
Buffalo, NY – Harper International, leader in the design of thermal processing solutions for advanced 
materials, has booked yet another contract for a fully integrated pilot scale carbon fiber conversion line. The 
line will be installed in Europe to produce carbon fiber for use in advanced communication technology. 

 
The fully integrated line incorporates several progressive design 
features for the production of carbon fiber from 6K PAN precursor and 
is engineered for higher than traditional processing speeds. Harper will 
supply its advanced oxidation oven technology, LT and HT slot 
furnaces rated for 1000°C and 1600°C respectively, fiber surface 
treatment and size application conditioning, waste gas abatement, and 
material transport systems.  
 
“We are pleased to add this project to our list of Harper-designed, 
technically advanced complete carbon fiber lines”, commented Charles 

Miller, Jr., President, Harper International.  “Our ongoing string of wins demonstrates the superiority of our 
technology offering and proven track record, and further reinforces our position as the premiere partner to 
the industry.”  Harper has installed carbon fiber lines for many applications of various scale, ranging from 
“micro-lines” to lab and production scale pilot lines to full production scale lines. 
 
 

 

About Harper International 

 
Harper International is a global leader in complete thermal processing solutions, as well as technical services 
essential for the production of advanced materials. From concept to commercialization, from research scale 
to full production line operations, Harper is perpetually on the cutting edge. For decades, we have pioneered 
some of the world’s most innovative, customized systems, with a focus on processing materials at high 
temperature and in non-ambient atmospheres. For additional information about Harper, please visit 
www.harperintl.com or email us at info@harperintl.com. 
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